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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Ford Escape
The Ford Escape remains the compact SUV to beat

Despite the overcrowded condition of the class, the Ford Escape remains one of the most consistently
praised compact SUVs on the automotive market. With a few updates for 2019, the Escape remains
competitive on every front, from features and comfort to performance.

Exterior and interior design

Every surface in the 2019 Ford
Escape has a premium look and
feel that would make most of its
rivals envious. The ergonomics are
top-notch as well, with supportive
contoured bucket seats, an intuitive
multifunction steering wheel and
the latest SYNC® infotainment
system. Storage area is a solid 34
cubic feet, expanding to 68 cubic
feet with the 60/40 rear seats
folded down.

The SUV’s exterior design features
sleek LED headlights, large air
intakes and stylish hexagonal grille,
all contributing to an attractive, if
slightly edgy look.

Performance

The 2019 Ford Escape offers tree engine options, all of which are tied to specific trim levels. The
Escape S comes with a 2.5-liter four-cylinder rated at 168 horsepower and 170 lb-ft of torque. The SE
and SEL models use a 1.5-liter EcoBoost® four-cylinder rated at 179 horsepower and 177 lb-ft of
torque. Finally,  the Titanium trim houses a 2.0-liter EcoBoost® four-cylinder rated at 245 horsepower
and 275 lb-ft of torque. Because EcoBoost® engines are turbocharged, they are also quite efficient
even while producing excellent power. All models come with standard front-wheel drive, with optional
all-wheel drive offered on all but the S. All engines use a six-speed automatic regardless of
configuration.

Features and technology

Every 2019 Ford Escape comes with an impressive number of standard and optional features. For
2019, keyless entry, push-button start and the SYNC® 3 infotainment system are now all standard
starting on the SE trim, along with dual-zone climate control, a 10-way power driver’s seat and heated
front seats. Even the base model gets a rearview camera, automatic headlights and the basic SYNC®
system with Bluetooth® connectivity and voice recognition. Meanwhile, the top-of-the-line Titanium
trim gets a 10-speaker Sony® premium audio system, full-leather interior and heated steering wheel. A
comprehensive suite of active safety technologies that includes adaptive cruise control and parking
assistance is offered at all trim levels, excluding the S.

Ford has clearly struck upon a winning formula with the Escape, and it continues to refine that formula
year after year. For 2019, the popular compact SUV remains the one to beat.
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Microsoft SYNC® Owner's Clinic
Saturday, February 2nd 10am-2pm
Stop in Saturday, February 2nd for our monthly complimentary Microsoft SYNC® Clinic. This is open
to all sales and service customers. Enjoy a complimentary pastry prepared by Cardinal Cushing
Centers Bakery and a FREE Gift Bag. The Clinic is held between the hours of 10am-2pm, RSVP to
wroderick@jannell.com . 
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February Pre-President's Day DEALS! Just $16,999
for Members!
2014 Ford Edge SEL AWD! Sport Appearance Package

ONLY $16,999 Pre-President Day Newsletter Member Price!!

 

ONE Owner - Super Clean: This 2014 Ford Edge SEL wont last long. Featured in Tuxedo Black with
Black / Alcantara Gray Interior and a 3.5L V6, this SUV is ready to roll. With the 205A Equipment
Group this vehicle includes SYNC Voice Activated Navigation, My Ford Touch, Leather Comfort
Package, Rear View Camera and more. STOP in Today and take a look at this beautiful Ford Edge
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Pre-Presidents Day Sale ! Only $43,999 for Members!
2018 Ford Explorer Sport 4wd Demonstrator!

Pre-Presidents Days Members Price is ONLY $43,999 after all discounts and incentives!

 

The new 2018 Explorer has been purposefully designed to give it a fresh new look. The first thing
you'll notice is its dynamic new grille and distinct front and rear LED signature lighting. Step inside,
and you'll discover a refined interior with rich new colors. A remarkable interior combines detail,
design, carefully selected materials and accessibility, all at your fingertips. What do we mean by
capable? Spacious seating, excellent cargo room, roof rail, and impressive towing to take you
wherever and whenever adventure calls. Intelligent 4WD with Terrain Management System, Hill
Descent Control. Explorer delivers when you need configurable cargo space. With the second and
third-row seats in the upright position, you have maximum seating plus 21 cu.ft. of cargo space. With
just the third-row seats folded, there is 43.8 cubic feet of total storage capacity. And with both the
second- and third-row seats folded flat, Explorer provides up to 81.7 cu.ft. of cargo space. You now
have more options than ever when powering your devices. Explorer has up to four available
smart-charging USBs and an 110-volt outlet
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6 Yoga and Dance Studios in New England
Feel the heat at these New England yoga and dance studios

If running or lifting weights isn’t quite your thing, checking out one of New England’s many yoga and
dance studios opens up the possibilities of a new kind of exercise. There’s no better way to kickyou’re
your New Year’s resolution than finding a new and exciting way to burn calories, find a sense of inner
peace and work up a good sweat.

Honest Yoga (Vermont)

The Honest Yoga Studio in South
Burlington believes in the benefits
of sweating. To promote a more
fulfilling experience, every course
at Honest Yoga — save for kids'
and prenatal classes — is
conducted in a room kept at a
toasty 90 degrees and 40-50
percent humidity. Not only does this
help you work up a better sweat,
but it helps you get into postures
more quickly and
effectively. Honest Yoga offers
B-Tru Dance, which combines
styles up to and including ballet,
West Coast swing and hip-hop, and
it is Vermont’s only certified
Dharma Yoga Wheel facility.

Hustle and Flow (Maine)

Portland’s Hustle and Flow combines a yoga studio and dance studio in one. Its dance workshops
include hip-hop, reggae and high-energy West African dance, and the unique Hustle Heels
choreography class challenges you to try your hand at dancing in heels. Hustle and Flow offers
customizable Vinyasa Yoga classes, accommodating a number of skill levels and ages to ensure
accessibility to all comers. For something a bit different, consider Hustlercise and SheBang, fitness
classes which combine dance, yoga and strength moves for a comprehensive and unique workout
experience.

Breathing Time Yoga (Rhode Island)

Breathing Time Yoga in Pawtucket looks to make the yoga experience accessible to everyone, no
matter your age, experience or financial situation. Community classes offer meditation and a variety of
yoga styles to all for a suggested donation of $5-$10, but no one is turned away for lack of money.
Those wanting to practice regularly but unable to pay for courses can apply for financial aid or to
volunteer as a seva student. Breathing Time offers a wide range of courses, including Flow, Hatha and
Viniyoga, and it also offers prenatal yoga for expectant mothers.

New Hampshire Power Yoga

Among the accolades earned by Merrimack’s New Hampshire Power Yoga is nine consecutive Hippo
Best of Awards, solidifying it as the state’s preeminent yoga studio. Specializing in Vinyasa Yoga,
every class at Power Yoga apart from Yin Yoga and Slow Flow takes place in a room heated to 90-95
degrees. All ages 13 and up are welcome, and the studio offers a 30-day unlimited trial for $30



exclusively to visitors making their first or second visit.

Om Studio Central (Massachusetts)

Om Studio Central in North Chelmsford operates with a mission to breathe love into every heart, mind
and body one person at a time. Its method for achieving this aim goes beyond even offering everything
from mat-based yoga and aerial yoga to Bollywood dancing and belly dancing; it means supporting
everyone in the community that has helped support its mission. Om Studio Central takes donations to
benefit those with special needs, victims of domestic violence and the economically challenged, and it
modifies the content of its courses to accommodate those with unique needs so as not to exclude
anyone wanting to take part.

A Common Ground Community Arts Center (Connecticut)

A Common Ground Community Arts Center in downtown Danbury is a one-stop shop for those
looking for outlets of creative expression. Among the classes offered at A Common Ground are yoga,
flamenco dancing, tango, salsa and African dance and drum. If you are looking for further forms of
expression and expansion, you can visit A Common Ground to learn American Sign Language,
partake in theater and voice lessons and learn piano.

From the calm you feel within during a yoga session to the intense burn of a high-octane dance
course, these studios offer plenty of different ways to get up, get out and engage yourself even during
the cold dregs of winter.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Car Care: New Year's Resolutions for Your Car
Resolutions to keep your car in great shape all year long

When the clock strikes midnight, it’s the official start of a new year, which means you have 12 months
to fulfill your New Year’s resolutions. Your go-to resolutions might involve improving your physical
health, making advances in your career or focusing on a new hobby. But the thing that keeps your life
and plans running is your car. Why not resolve to keep it performing well all year long?

Check-in consistently

A resolution to keep your car in
great shape requires consistent
attention. One oil change, tire
pressure check or walk-around will
not be enough to fulfill your car
care goals for the year. Instead,
you have to make a plan to
regularly check the health of your
tires, the condition of your
windshield wipers, the existence of
paint scratches, spots or cracks
and the strength of the bulbs in
your car’s headlights, taillights, turn
signals and cabin.

Seek assistance from the experts

The best maintenance guide you
can use is your vehicle’s owner’s
manual. It outlines everything you
need to know about your car. It
provides problem-solving tips and maintenance schedules designed to keep every facet of your
vehicle in working order. Once you’ve reviewed the instructions in the manual, it’s probably a good
time to get a second opinion. A maintenance check with a trained automotive professional will reveal
the true health of your vehicle and uncover potential problems. A small fix now could save you from
dealing with and paying for a huge problem in the future.

Slow down

Even if your vehicle boasts incredible fuel economy, your driving behaviors can negate your car’s
efficiency. Speed demon tendencies and aggressive driving behaviors are unhealthy and potentially
unsafe for you and others on the road, and can also cost you money. According to Natural Resources
Canada, aggressive driving and speeding can increase your fuel consumption by as much as 35
percent.

Declutter and shine

It’s easy for your car to become a messy catchall of food trash, sports gear, mud, dirt and forgotten
homework. But the clutter you carry is more than just an eyesore. An overstuffed trunk can impede
your vehicle’s performance, and a cluttered cabin can damage your upholstery. To help protect your
car’s performance and the look of your interior, it’s important to declutter and vacuum the interior
regularly.

Just as easily as the inside can get out of control, the exterior of your vehicle takes a beating every
day. Your car’s paint is vulnerable to all weather from sunshine and rain to wind and snow, and its



day. Your car’s paint is vulnerable to all weather from sunshine and rain to wind and snow, and its
effects can scratch, chip or damage the paint. To protect your car’s exterior, wash and wax your car
regularly. It’s especially important to thoroughly remove snow, ice and road salt from the
undercarriage of your car to prevent corrosion.

Make your car a priority when you make your New Year resolutions. By committing to a care and
maintenance schedule, you’ll help improve your driving life throughout the year.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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Ford Motor Company Extended Service Plans

Did you know? Jannell Ford offers extended warranty coverage for your vehicle through Ford Protect!
Ford Protect offers extended coverage for your vehicle beyond the vehicle's new car warranty up to
150,000 miles and because it is backed by Ford it can be serviced at any Ford/Lincoln Dealer
nationwide as well as any ASE Certified repair facility if a Ford dealer is not accessible during normal
business hours. Please contact Joanne or Kathy in our business office for details @ 781-982-4500
x205. 
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4 Great Movies You Might Have Missed in 2018
Check out last year’s hidden cinematic gems

Hundreds of movies hit theaters and streaming services every year, and it’s all too easy for some of
the best ones to slip through the cracks. While your attentions were on major blockbuster releases
like “Black Panther,” “Mission: Impossible — Fallout” and “Halloween,” several other interesting and
entertaining films may have missed your radar. If you’re playing catch up in preparation for awards
season, these four films should be
high up in your queue. 

“Eighth Grade”

As it traces a week in the life of an
awkward teenager, “Eighth Grade”
will have you chortling with
laughter, cringing in sympathy and
perhaps even shedding a few tears.
Directed by Bo Burnham, “Eighth
Grade” stars Elsie Fisher as Kayla
Day, a girl who’s just trying to
survive the final few days of eighth
grade. Kayla spends hours a day
on social media and loves to post
videos offering advice on
self-confidence and individuality,
but navigating real life is much
tougher. Her struggles with relating
to her father, making friends and
attracting the attention of a cute boy in her class offer a hilarious yet poignant window into what it’s
like to be a modern-day teen.  

“The Old Man and the Gun”

Based on a true story, “The Old Man and the Gun” is directed by David Lowery and stars Robert
Redford as Forrest Tucker, an elderly man who’s addicted to robbing banks. With the help of two
similarly geriatric partners in crime, Tucker rampages across the Southwest and Plains states on a
courteous, nonviolent robbery spree that leaves authorities baffled. In between crimes, Tucker also
finds time to strike up a friendship — and find plenty of chemistry — with co-star Sissy Spacek.
Redford has said this will be his final role, and at age 82, he’s never been more charming.

“Sorry to Bother You”

The outrageously entertaining “Sorry to Bother You” is unlike anything else you’ll see this year. A mix
of surreal dark comedy and dystopian science fiction, this movie was directed by Boots Riley, best
known for leading the experimental rap group The Coup. It stars Lakeith Stanfield as Cassius Green,
who’s just trying to pay his rent in an increasingly unequal society ripped apart by predatory
corporations and radical protesters. After he finds success as a telemarketer for the evil company
WorryFree, he’s forced to choose between his newfound riches and the organizers attempting to
unionize his workplace. The twist at the end is one you definitely won’t see coming, and one you won’t
soon forget.

“Upgrade”

If you like your action movies violent, futuristic and thought-provoking, make some time for “Upgrade.”



Directed by Leigh Wannell, this lean, mean low-budget flick stars Logan Marshall-Green as
technophobic car mechanic Grey Trace, who feels out of place in a near-future world that’s
increasingly reliant on artificial intelligence. After a horrific incident leaves him paralyzed, Trace gets
an AI implant from a mysterious tech CEO. The implant helps him walk again — and gives him some
disturbing new abilities. As the movie hurtles through a series of white-knuckle car chases and brutal
fight scenes toward its thrilling and unsettling conclusion, it turns out Trace’s initial technophobia
wasn’t so misguided after all.

Superhero team-ups, big-budget reboots and star-studded comedies grab most of the movie attention
these days. Look a little closer, though, and you’ll be rewarded with a rich array of lesser-known films
well worth your time and consideration.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}. 
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How to Avoid Germs in the Workplace
Increase your chances at staying healthy at work

The holiday season might be over, but cold and flu season certainly isn’t. You might notice bags
around your coworkers’ eyes, series of sneezes, coughing tantrums that never cease and a stack of
wadded-up tissues congesting their waste baskets. All you can hope for is that no one on your team
comes to the office with the flu.

Regardless of the influx of
sicknesses going around at work,
you can fight back without hurting
your sick coworkers. Here are
some ways you can win the battle
between wellness and illness and
stay your healthy self at this time of
year.

Hands off face: If you must
touch your face, make sure
your hands are clean first.
Also, avoid biting your
fingernails.
Get some fresh air: If your
workplace isn’t well
ventilated, you are probably
breathing in air that is
loaded with viruses and
bacteria. If you work in a private room with a window, open it up, even if it's cold outside. If you
are not near any windows, take a brief walk outside.
Wash your hands: If you use a restroom — public or private — wash your hands. If you are
getting ready to eat a meal, scrub up with soap. A bottle of hand sanitizer with 60 percent
alcohol is also a great ally to keep at your desk.
Live clean: Inform your coworkers about germs in the workplace, but don’t just teach
cleanliness; model it. Tidy up your workspace, use disinfecting wipes and sneeze into your
sleeve and not your hand. One example living out the definition for cleanliness goes a long way.
Work from home: Not every business offers work from home days, but if yours does, take
advantage of it. Also, if you have vacation days and “the plague” is going around the office,
now might be the best time to take some time off work for the sake of your health.
Get the flu shot: Perhaps the easiest way out of catching the plague is getting the flu shot.
Talk to your doctor today to learn more about what options are available for you.

While you cannot control the germs of others, you can be your own superhero and save yourself the
trouble of nursing yourself back to health and avoid germs in your workplace.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Vehicle Profile: 2019 Ford F-150
2019 Ford F-150 delivers unrivaled capability 

The Ford F-Series has long held the title of America’s best-selling vehicle. Under that umbrella, the
full-size F-150 shines as the most accessible truck to a wide range of drivers. For 2019, the Ford
F-150 boasts rugged performance, the latest safety features and an array of technology designed to
help you get the most out of your truck.

Power

There’s nothing more important in
a truck than its ability to get the job
done. The 2019 Ford F-150 offers
a choice of six engines and two
transmission options.

The base 3.3-liter Ti-VCT V6 is
plenty capable with 290
horsepower and 265 lb-ft of torque,
and the robust 2.7-liter EcoBoost®
offers greater performance
capabilities at 325 horsepower and
400 lb-ft of torque.

For best-in-class torque and
towing, opt for the mighty 3.5-liter
EcoBoost® V6. For best-in-class
payload, the legendary 5.0-liter
Ti-VCT V8 offers all the muscle you
need to handle heavy loads. If you
want best-in-class diesel towing,
payload, horsepower, torque, and fuel efficiency, the all-new 3.0-liter Power Stroke® Turbo Diesel is
perhaps the most well-rounded engine in the segment.

For the most powerful engine, the high-output 3.5-liter EcoBoost® V6 offered exclusively with the
Ford F-150 Raptor and luxurious F-150 Limited delivers an incredible, best-in-class 510 horsepower
and 450 lb-ft of torque.

Transmission options include a standard electronic six-speed automatic transmission with tow/haul
and sport modes and an available 10-speed automatic transmission with town/haul, snow/wet,
EcoSelect and sport modes.

Tough capability

The military-grade, high-strength aluminum alloy bed and body of the 2019 F-150 delivers strength,
lightness and unparalleled capability in hauling no other truck on the market can claim. Thanks to
standard features such as the standard trailer sway control, and available ones such as Pro
Trailer-Backup Assist™, Blind Spot Information System with trailer coverage and an 8-inch LCD
productivity screen, you’ll be able to tow what you need for work or play with minimal stress.

Safety

A long list of standard safety features smartly complements the 2019 Ford F-150’s strength, power
and capability. You’ll feel more in control with the Advance Trac® with Roll Stability Control™ system,
four-wheel anti-lock brakes and Curve Control. SecuriLock® passive anti-theft system and Tire



Pressure Monitoring System afford you peace of mind while the Pre-Collision Assist with Automatic
Emergency Braking provides assistance when most needed. To increase your driving confidence, the
2019 F-150 offers Adaptive Cruise Control with Stop-and-go, a Lane-Keeping System and a
360-degree camera with split-view display as available features.

Consistently besting its competitors in terms of capability, performance and toughness, the 2019 Ford
F-150 has what it takes to get the job done.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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Ford Helps Launch Self-Driving Goods Delivery
Ford, Walmart and Postmates team up for autonomous vehicle
grocery delivery

No matter how organized or diligent you are with your grocery list, you’ll inevitably forget an item at
the store or run out of something at home earlier than you expected, prompting an unplanned trip.
And don’t forget about the last-minute carry-in at work or class snack your son needs in less than 12
hours. To help alleviate the stress of endless chores after you get home from work, Ford, Walmart
and Postmates are teaming up to
expand what self-driving vehicles
can deliver to you.

Ford is currently exploring options
on how to use self-driving vehicles
for transporting goods like floral
arrangements, tacos and dry
cleaning with the assistance of
local and national partners. Ford’s
next step is making self-driving
vehicles work for a broader
audience with the delivery of food,
personal care, baby essentials and
pet food from Walmart. Postmates
will coordinate the delivery
logistics.

So far, customer response to
Walmart’s current grocery delivery
service facilitated by the store’s
staff of personal shoppers has been positive, according to Brian Wolf of Ford Autonomous Vehicles
LLC. Fueled by this positive feedback, Wolf reports that approximately 800 stores in 100 cities across
the U.S. will offer the grocery delivery service by the end of 2018.

“Like Ford, Walmart believes that self-driving vehicles have an important role to play in the future of
delivery, and that true success comes from first learning how individuals want to use them in their daily
lives,” said Wolf. “Together, we’ll be using research vehicles, designed to simulate an autonomous
experience, to gather crucial data about consumer preferences and learn the best way we can
conveniently connect people with the goods they need.”

In order to make the partnership with Walmart successful, Ford will be assessing how Walmart does
business, how its operations can adapt to the delivery of perishable food and how to handle a
vehicle’s multiple stop-schedule. Through this research, Ford will be able to make any necessary
automotive alterations to facilitate the new delivery partnership.

“We’re confident that working with Walmart will strengthen our effort to successfully deploy self-driving
vehicles in a way that people actually want to experience — whether they’re ordering takeout,
groceries or anything else they might need,” Wolf added.
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How to Tackle Clutter in Your Home
Ways to free your home of chaos

If your home resembles an untidy mess rather than the peaceful sanctuary you long for, now is the
time to get serious about decluttering. Weeding through your possessions can be a challenge, but
with a systematic approach you’ll
be able to tame the clutter and
reclaim an organized home. 

Baby steps

Sometimes looking at the big
picture is a surefire way to paralyze
your efforts. Don’t immediately
think about decluttering your entire
house from top to bottom. Instead,
The Spruce writer Elizabeth Larkin
advises taking it one drawer, one
closet or one room at a time. Don’t
jump ahead to other projects
before you complete each task, and
let the joy you feel from each
organizational achievement fuel
you as you forge ahead on your
decluttering mission.

If you’re having a hard time getting started or just don’t know which room or space to tackle first, try
the 12-12-12 Challenge. Joshua Becker, Becoming Minimalist writer and author of The More of Less,
suggests starting by disposing of 12 items, donating 12 things and finding the proper homes for 12
items that are out of their rightful spot in your home. Before you know it, you will have sorted out 36
items in your house.

Divide and conquer

Decluttering your home is not code for “get rid of everything you own,” although you’ll be surprised
how much stuff you’ve accumulated that you don’t really need. In order to get a literal handle on the
mess, you need to employ a sorting methodology. HGTV writer Aimee Lane recommends a three-bin
system. Label the bins “toss,” “give” and “do.”

The “toss” bin is for items that have outgrown their shelf lives or are beyond repair. Be thoughtful with
what ends up in the trash and recycle as much as you can.

The “give” bin is for items fit for charitable organizations that welcome slightly used items in good
condition. Old books can find a new home at your library or local elementary school. Clothing you no
longer wear can go to organizations like the American Red Cross, The Salvation Army, Dress for
Success or a nonprofit dear to your heart. Your kids’ old clothes would be appreciated by a family in
need. Be strategic about the stuff you donate; take a moment to pair the right organization to the
items you’re giving away.

The “do” bin can also be labeled as the “fix” bin, according to Larkin. This bin catches the things that
aren’t ready for the trash pile, recycling center or donation drive, but are in need of a little TLC. For
example, a pair of pants in need of a hem, a pair of shoes in need of a shine or a toy in need of new
batteries are good candidates.

Decluttering your home is an ongoing process. Do what you can in your spare time and before you



Decluttering your home is an ongoing process. Do what you can in your spare time and before you
know it, your drawers, closets, cabinets and rooms will be organized and clutter-free.
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Ford Supplies Yakima Outdoor Accessories Directly
to Customers
Outdoor enthusiasts won’t have to leave the dealership to get their
gear 

With the 2019 Ford Ranger finally arriving at dealerships, a large portion of the customers purchasing
this new mid-size truck will utilize it for outdoor adventures. Ford wants to make it easier for drivers to
customize the Ranger and other models for such functions, and will therefore begin to offer Yakima
outdoor adventure products directly
to consumers. 

Ford’s partnership with Yakima

Yakima has built a reputation as
one of the premier manufacturers
of outdoor vehicle accessories.
Ford will now provide customers
with some of the brand’s most
popular products.

The cost of these accessories can
be added directly to the financing
of the Ranger or another Ford
vehicle. Each accessory also
comes with a 3-year/36,000-mile
warranty, with extended warranties
available.

“We know our customers see their
vehicles as extensions of
themselves,” explained Eric Cin, Ford’s global director of Vehicle Personalization. “With the addition
of Yakima accessories, Ford aims to enhance the experiences of adventure-driven customers by
delivering innovative solutions such as truck bed racks that preserve cargo space by lifting kayaks,
bikes and skis off the floor of the bed. It’s about making each adventure better.”

Yakima accessories that Ford offers

Ford’s first round of Yakima products will focus on racks that can carry outdoor gear like bikes and
kayaks.

The BedRock Heavy Duty truck bed rack is ideal for storing this kind of gear while driving a truck.
Customers with an SUV or crossover can opt for the BaseLine tower and JetStream crossbar cap
rack, which is secured to the vehicle’s roof.

Truck drivers needing more space in their bed can use Yakima’s LongArm bed extender. The
GateKeeper tailgate pad keeps cargo secured and protected from potential damage while stored in
the truck bed.

According to the SEMA 2018 Market Report, consumers spent right around $45 billion on vehicle
personalization parts in 2018, with 50 percent of those purchases involving aftermarket suppliers.
Ford is simply streamlining the process by connecting consumers with the accessories they want.

This article is presented by {{accountvar.SEOdealer}}.
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